Endpoint congestion is one of the most challenging issues when designing low latency and high bandwidth on-chip interconnection networks. Tree saturation and head-ofline blocking caused by the endpoint congestion seriously decrease system throughput and increases network latency, leading to overall performance degradation. Adaptive routing algorithms utilize dynamic network states to route packets around congestion areas and potentially mitigate network congestions, but still cannot deal with endpoint congestions. Existing adaptive routing algorithms mainly take the current route information into account, and rarely use the route information of past packets. In this paper, we explore the route information of past packets, and led to the following novel observations that the virtual channel (VC) allocations of prior packets can be collected as useful information, and the tree saturation can be isolated through better VC selection strategy based on the past route information. Based on this observation, a novel history-aware adaptive routing algorithm for endpoint congestion, HARE, is proposed to improve network performance. We implement HARE based on the state-of-the-art routing algorithm, Footprint, and conduct extensive simulation experiments to compare it with our algorithm. The evaluation results show that our design alleviate the impact of tree saturation consistently and achieve high throughput on both synthetic and trace-driven workloads.
not only takes the current packet information into account but also considers the information of multiple packets that have been routed in past cycles, while performing routing decision. We implement HARE based on Footprint and it uses the two-level routing adaptiveness similar as Footprint. HARE restricts the saturation tree to take up the least VCs by giving higher priority to the deepest footprint VCs. The depth of a footprint VC is defined as the total length of packets sent to the destination node in the most recent period in a VC. During the routing process of HARE, the deepest footprint VC will be prioritized when congestion occurs, by which the tree saturation will be isolated more efficiently and consistently.
To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We propose to utilize history information of past packets to alleviate the impact of endpoint congestion, which extends the routing algorithm in time dimension. 2. We propose a new VC selection strategy that prioritizes the deepest VC to isolate the congestion tree efficiently. 3. Based the strategy above, we propose a novel adaptive routing algorithm, HARE, to address endpoint congestion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe tree saturation, HoL blocking and the previously studied Footprint routing algorithm in detail. The theory and implementation of HARE are described in detail in Sect. 3. Network simulator configuration used for evaluation is described in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we present the performance comparison of the routing algorithms. More in-depth studies relating to the implementation and scalability of HARE are presented in Sect. 6 . Other works relating to network congestion management are discussed in Sect. 7. We conclude the study in Sect. 8.
Motivation

Congestion Analysis
Endpoint congestion usually occurs when multiple source nodes send packets to the same destination node. Traffic that can not be handled opportunely will occupy the router buffer, causing endpoint congestion. More seriously, the congestion in the oversubscribed destination node will propagate back to upstream routers, creating tree saturation. Figure 1 shows simple tree saturation scenario with different routing algorithm. They use the same traffic pattern: { f 1 , f 2 } = {n 0 → n 14 , n 13 → n 14 }. The topology of the network is a 4×4 2D mesh with 3 VCs per physical channel. With deterministic routing, node n 0 and node n 13 are contending for the hot-spot destination n 14 . Initially, the adjacent nodes of n 14 are congested because buffers are occupied by blocked packets. Then, such congestion effect continuously spreads upstream until it reaches the source nodes n 0 and n 13 . The resulting congestion tree is shown in Fig. 1a with red arrow. In the second example shown in Fig. 1b , minimal adaptive routing is adopted. However, the network condition becomes even worse. This is because adaptive routing spreads congestion to other alternative paths, which resulting in a much larger congestion tree. Another unexpected impact of endpoint congestion is head-of-line (HoL) blocking. Endpoint congestion associated with adaptive routing can result in more serious HoL blocking. The packets contributing to the saturation tree will be congested in the head of VC, which makes other uncongested packets cannot be routed to the down-stream router. Figure 2 shows an example to demonstrate the impact of HoL blocking in an on-chip router. In this example, the first and second input ports of the router are contending to send packets to a congested output port. The packets at the head of Input 1 and Input 2 are all congested due to endpoint congestion because they contain the same destination. In this case, the uniform packets that are not at the head of VCs will also experience congestion.
Existing Routing Algorithm Solving Endpoint Congestion
Prior works (e.g., XORDET [5] , DBAR [23] , CBCM [19] , etc.) propose to utilize a dedicated resource to isolate the impact of tree saturation. The recently proposed routing algorithm, Footprint, shares similar idea, but it takes virtual channels (VCs) adaptiveness into consideration to avoid the spreading of congestion through multiple VCs. Footprint has three main steps, including determining available outputs, selecting output port, selecting VC. In the first step, it generates a set of alternative output ports and records the number of idle VCs, footprint VCs respectively. In the second step, Footprint selects the port with more idle VCs. If equal, the number of footprint VCs is compared then. If still equal, port will be selected randomly. In the third step, different class of VC are assigned different priority when congestion occurs. Congestion is estimated by comparing the number of idle VCs with a predefined threshold. If the (a) (b) Fig. 3 An overview of different routing design for footprint which uses current VC info and HARE which uses all previous info about VC allocation. a Footprint. b HARE network is congested, idle VC are requested with highest priority. Then footprint VCs are requested with relative low priority. Lastly, others are requested with lowest priority. Else, all adaptive VCs are requested.
Footprint is able to relieve the impact of tree saturation to some extent through limiting the available VCs during routing computing. However, Footprint only considers the path information of current packet for a VC which is not sufficient to efficiently isolate congestion tree caused by endpoint congestion. It should be noted that the HoL blocking shown in Fig. 2 still can exist when adopting Footprint routing. This is because different footprint VCs have the same priority in Footprint routing, and congestion can spread between footprint VCs. Hence, Footprint routing algorithm does not actually achieve expected performance-minimizing the impact of tree saturation. Since all footprint VCs are requested with equal probability, tree saturation will still significantly degrade the network performance. Such impact will be even worse if the majority of VCs are footprint VCs. To better isolate the saturation tree, it is needed to distinguish between different footprint VCs.
History-Aware Adaptive Routing Design
Based on the analysis of shortcomings of Footprint, we develop HARE to isolate the impact of tree saturation and HoL blocking more effectively.
History-Aware Adaptive Routing Theory
HARE exploits a novel history-aware adaptive routing theory that uses history routing information to optimize the current routing operation. Different from prior routing theories, it extends packets routing in time-series. Figure 3 illustrates the contradistinction of fundamental ideas of Footprint and our work. PVS means VC allocations of all packets in the VC. CVS means VC allocation of first packet in the VC. NVS means VC allocation of the coming packet. According to the idea of Footprint that packets follow the path of previous packet to the same destination, it only utilizes CVS info for the NVS operation as shown in Fig. 3a . With HARE, however, VC path info for all previous packets in a router is used to optimize the VC selecting for the next packet as depicted in Fig. 3b. 
History-Aware Adaptive Routing Implementation
To actually constrain the spreading of congestion, we need to limit the number of available footprint VCs. How to differentiate the VCs and make the optimal selection is one of the keys of the paper, since the selection strategy in adaptive routing algorithm has a significant impact on network performance. An efficient selection strategy could realize high adaptivity when fabric congestion occurs and dynamic isolation when endpoint congestion occurs. In this work, we present a new VC selection strategy that implements history-aware adaptive routing theory. The full routing algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. Our implementation creatively exploits the VC depth to minimize the congestion tree and maximize buffer utilization. To compute the VC depth, we need additional bits to store the destinations of all packets and the number of packets to the same destination for each VC. This only introduces little buffer overhead to the control plane of a router (see Sect. 5.3), and their is no additional buffer overhead in datapath. Whats more, since we use similar port selection strategy as Footprint, the only change is adding a priority for deepest footprint VC between idle VCs and common footprint VCs in the process of determining VC requests. In addition, HARE is deadlock free, since it is based on Footprint and the we just limit the number of available footprint VCs as mentioned above.
History-Aware Adaptive Routing Example
The detailed VC selection strategy is shown in Fig. 4 . R0 and R1 are two independent routers in congestion tree caused by endpoint congestion. Packets with different color means they belong to different flows. In the first case as shown in Fig. 4a , there are three footprint VCs (VC0, VC1, VC3) and one busy VC (VC2) for packets to R0 with red color. With HARE, we calculate the depth for each VC. Then we compare the depth of footprint VC to select the deepest footprint VC. The reason why we select the deepest footprint VC rather other footprint VC is that packets to the same destination are allocated to the same VC as much as possible so as to reduce HOL blocking. In contrast to Footprint, which selects among all footprint VCs with equal possibility, HARE always selects the deepest VC. This improvement of selection strategy makes the isolation of tree saturation more thorough.
In another case as shown in Fig. 4b , since there is one idle VC (VC3) in R1, HARE will choose the idle VC, like Footprint, to keep high adaptivity. However, the key difference with Footprint is how to route afterwards. Assuming that in the next clock cycle the VC occupancy condition of R1 is illustrated as Fig. 4c . For the subsequent packet to R1, HARE will still select the deepest footprint VC (VC0) no matter how many footprint VCs, while Footprint equally requests all three footprint VCs with one footprint VC (VC3) newly generated in the previous step. Hence, Footprint not only doesnt constrain the impact of tree saturation, but also expands the size of congestion tree in this situation. Figure 5 shows the effect comparison of Footprint and our work, using the same traffic pattern as Fig. 1 :
History-Aware Adaptive Routing Effect
We assume node n 14 is oversubscribed and becomes a hot-spot. With ordinary adaptive routing that does not consider endpoint congestion, the resulting congestion tree is depicted in Fig. 1b . The size of congestion tree becomes a little bit small with Footprint, which is because Footprint restricts the congestion to footprint VCs. Figure 5a shows a possible resulting congestion tree, and the number of congested VCs between nodes could be different. This is because Footprint does not limit the number of footprint VCs. In contrast, HARE limits the congested packets to one footprint VC, minimizing the size of congestion tree. Figure 5b is a possible congestion tree with HARE. Noting that the deepest footprint VC could be VC0, VC1 or VC2, this ensure that load is balanced across all VCs. In a word, Footprint could isolate the congestion tree to some degree, while HARE achieves the ideal goal of Footprint that minimize the impact of congestion tree.
Evaluation Methodology
We evaluate the proposed HARE routing algorithm using a cycle accurate simulator Booksim [16] . We compare the performance of HARE with an adaptive routing algorithm,Footprint, and an oblivious routing algorithm, dimension order routing (DOR). The baseline network topology, unless otherwise specifically stated, is a 8 × 8 2D mesh. The baseline VC number per physical channel is presumed to be 10. Meanwhile, 4, 8, 16 VCs are also appraised to study the impact of different VC number.
The simulated router uses credit-based virtual channel flow control with inputqueued, wormhole switching microarchitecture. Network data packets comprise single flit as baseline but different packet sizes are also evaluated to examine the impact. The The default values are marked in bold input buffer size per VC is 4 flits. The router has 2× internal speedup to guarantee nearly 100% router throughput for any traffic. VC and switch allocation are performed using priority-based allocator. Four representative types of synthetic traffic patterns, uniform random (UR), shuffle, bitrev and transpose, are used in the experiments. In addition, hotspot traffic is used to generate endpoint congestion to evaluate the ability of routing algorithm in restricting congestion tree. Besides synthetic workload, we use traces from PARSEC [4] workloads to evaluate the performance. The detailed configurations are listed in Table 1 . Figure 6 shows the average latency of different routing algorithms with UR, shuffle, bitrev and transpose traffic pattern respectively. For UR traffic pattern (Fig. 6a) , DOR provides the best performance since the load is already balanced. Adaptive routing introduces additional latency because of path selection function, non-minimal routing and increasing HoL blocking discussed in Sect. 2.1. Since HARE and Footprint are minimal adaptive routing, the reduction in saturation throughput is marginal. For non-uniform traffic patterns such as shuffle, bitrev and transpose traffic patterns, adaptive routing algorithms (HARE and Footprint) achieve higher saturation throughput compared to deterministic routing (DOR). This is because the load is serious imbalance and adaptive routing would distribute traffic across the entire network. At low load, the latency of HARE is nearly identical to that of Footprint, which is because all adaptive VCs are requested under benign traffic. As network load increases, the occurrence of endpoint congestion among the network results in tree saturation. Footprint can somehow relieve the impact of tree saturation by prioritizing footprint VCs. However, HARE outperforms Footprint under all traffic pattern as shown in Fig. 6 since our method prefers to select the deepest footprint VC instead of all footprint VCs when endpoint congestion occurs so as to restrict the congestion tree and reduce HoL blocking further. 
Evaluation
Synthetic Workload Result
Fixed Packet Size
Varied Packet Size
In addition to fixed packet size, we also evaluate the proposed routing algorithm with different packet sizes. In this experiment, packets with size ranging from 1 to 6 flits are randomly generated in source node. For uniform traffic, DOR still provides slightly higher throughput than Footprint, while HARE achieves almost the same throughput as DOR. This is because adaptive routing would degrade network performance further when it comes to endpoint congestion as discussed in Sect. 2.1 and the adaptiveness is limited by restricting available VCs with HARE. For non-uniform traffic (shuffle, bitrev and transpose), adaptive routing algorithms (HARE and Footprint) outperform obvious routing (DOR), since load is extreme imbalance and the locality of DOR makes it worse. For all four traffic patterns, HARE provides higher throughput than Footprint as shown in Fig. 7 . This demonstrates that HARE is able to isolate the impact of endpoint congestion more effectively. 
Impact of Number of VCs
In this experiment, we evaluate the impact of number of VCs on Footprint and HARE. Since Duatos theory [9] is adapted to avoid deadlock, the number of required VCs is no less than 2. We perform experiment with 4 VCs, 8 VCs and 16 VCs respectively and the results are shown in Fig. 8 . For Footprint, the throughput increases as the number of VCs increases, as it is designed to take up as much resources as possible. In contrast, the throughput of HARE is nearly unchanged for different number of VCs, which is because increasing the number of VCs engages slight throughput improvement if there are already too many VCs. In addition, increasing the number of VCs means increasing the router delay due to complex VC allocation. An interesting insight offered by the graphs in Fig. 8 is that with the same number of VCs, HARE always offers higher saturation throughput and lower latency. Similarly, this is the result of the usage of history VC Allocation information and better VC selection strategy. 
Hotspot Traffic
We evaluate the performance of HARE using a 16:12 hotspot traffic pattern. Under this traffic pattern, we select 16 nodes in the network to send traffic to 12 destination nodes, while other nodes run background uniform traffic with constant injection rate of 0.35. Figure 9 shows average latency of background traffic as the hotspot traffic injection rate increases. As illustrated in the figure, endpoint congestion created by hotspot traffic will damage the the background traffic. The performance of HARE is compared with Footprint and the results show that HARE achieves lower latency and higher saturation throughput. This is because we use VC allocation information of past packets and require packets to follow the deepest footprint VC, hence isolating the congestion tree and reducing HoL blocking.
Application Traces
In this section, we compare the performance of HARE and Footprint using traces from PARSEC 2.0 workloads. The results are shown in Fig. 10 where the improvement percentage is depicted. Similarly, HARE achieves better performance for all cases except for ferret and swaptions. Among all the network traces, HARE outperforms Footprint by up to 18% and the average improvement is 1.8%. For some traces with low traffic, the benefit is small. While for traces that generate heavy network traffic (i.e., multiregion), the improvement is significantly higher. This is because endpoint congestion is more likely to occur in heavy traffic and there is more room for HARE to improve. In this experiment, we can see that HARE is more effective in isolating the hotspot congestion.
Cost
There is little overhead for HARE compared with Footprint as only the statistical data of past packets is added for each VC. Beyond that, the improvement of VC selection Improvement of packet latency Fig. 10 Improvement of packet latency using traces from PARSEC workloads strategy does not introduce any expend. To prioritize the deepest Footprint VC over usual Footprint VC, we need add a log 2 n bits of register for each VC to record the corresponding depth, Where n is number of packets to the same destination packets as the current routing packet for a VC, namely depth of VC. Usually, n remains in single digits and we assume the value of n is 8 for simplicity. For a 8 × 8 2D mesh topology with 8VCs per physical channel, the corresponding overhead is 24 bits per port which is negligible considering general flit size (e.g., 128 or 256 bits).
Discussion
VC Selection Strategy Variants
The VC selection strategy we use to implement the history-aware adaptive routing is to select the deepest footprint VC when endpoint congestion occurs and experiment results show that it works well. However, there are many other implementations of the history-aware routing theory, such as prioritizing the first two, three, or even n deepest footprint VC, where n is an integer no more than the number of VCs per physical channel. We have implemented a variant of HARE that prefers to select the first two deepest footprint VC and name it HARE2. Then, we evaluate the performance of HARE2 with uniform and non-uniform traffic pattern. The network configuration is the same as that of evaluations in Sect. 5.1.2. With HARE used as baseline, the performance comparison is shown in Fig. 11 . The throughput of HARE2 is nearly identical to that of HARE with uniform traffic pattern, while HARE2 achieves higher saturation throughput with shuffle traffic pattern. This is because the load is extremely unbalanced and allowing two VCs for a flow distributes the load in some extend. Apparently, there is a tradeoff between congestion isolation and load balancing. There may be an optimal digit that we should limit the number of footprint VCs to, and we leave it as a future work. In addition, we evaluate the performance of HARE2 with hotspot traffic pattern, using the same configuration as that of evaluation in Sect. 5.1.4. The result is shown in Fig. 12 . HARE2 achieves the same throughput as HARE, which is because the impact of endpoint congestion is effectively minimized through limiting congestion to a few VCs. 
Scalability
HARE is more than an adaptive routing algorithm, but an effective adaptive routing theory for endpoint congestion. It can be combined with most routing algorithms previously proposed, since the only change is better VC selection strategy. In addition, the theory is topology-agnostic. It can be applied to any topologies theoretically. However, the implementation for specific topology might be a little different and we leave it as a future work.
Fabric Congestion
HARE is designed for endpoint congestion, which does not mean it can not deal with fabric congestion. Adaptive routing algorithms are born to tackle fabric congestion, but make it worse when the network is suffered from endpoint congestion. Hence, we propose a novel history-aware adaptive routing algorithm, HARE, to address fabric congestion and endpoint congestion simultaneously. Specifically, HARE prioritizes the port with more idle VCs in the port selection stage and prioritizes idle VC in the VC selection stage, so as to route around fabric congestion.
Related Work
The development of HARE is in part motivated by the Footprint routing algorithm proposed in [12] . Together they share many similar operating principles such as two level adaptivity and VC limitation. However, as stated in the original Footprint study and demonstrated in our experiments, Footprint doesnt effectively isolate the congestion tree due to insufficient information. We have shown that by considering the history information in the same work, we can create a more efficient solution that works well for endpoint congestion in Networks-on-Chip. There are many other endpoint congestion control mechanisms based on the idea of congestion isolation besides Footprint. VOQnet [6] requires as many VCs as destinations in the network for each input queue. Though it is effective to eliminate HoL blocking, it is not scalable to large network. However, VOQsw [1] uses as many VCs as output ports in a router to reduce cost. So, this technique is able to eliminate routerwide HoL blocking, but it doesnt completely remove HoL blocking. Destination-Based Buffer Management (DBBM) [25] argues that VCs are assigned to different destinations evenly. XORDET [5] shares similar principle as DBBM but improved for direct topologies. However, their buffer utilization is very low, as VCs are statically assigned to different end-points in the network. In addition, RECN [10] uses dynamically created set aside queues (SAQs) to eliminate HOL blocking in an efficient way. However, RECN mechanism is limited to source deterministic routing. Whats more, FBICM [11] , which can be applied to networks that use distributed deterministic routing, has been proposed, achieving the same effect as RECN, but its implementation is too costly and complex.
The other main class of congestion management is based on reservation such as Speculative reservation protocol (SRP) [17] , channel reservation protocol (CRP) [24] , Small-Message SRP (SMSRP) and Last-Hop Reservation Protocol (LHRP) [18] . SRP proposed by Jiang, et al. is designed to avoid hot-spot congestion, but the traffic schedule based on network status information is not always available. CRP done by Michelogiannakis et al. is proposed to deal with both fabric and endpoint congestion. However, the reservation scheduling is too complex due to the consistency of multiple network resource.
An alternative technique for congestion control is based on congestion notification, such as explicit congestion notification ECN [28] . ECN sends congestion alarm to the source nodes contributing to its appearance to throttle its injection rate, if the occupancy of queues in the router exceeds a predefined threshold. However, many works have shown that ECN is slow to response and is potentially unstable [17, 18, 26] . Since our work is orthogonal to these reservation-based and notification-based congestion control mechanisms, the approach of HARE can be combined with these state-of-art solutions and the existing advantages can be retained together.
Furthermore, various adaptive routing algorithms have been proposed to tackle congestion. Both DyAD [15] and DyXY [22] use local network state information, which will lead to non-optimal routing decision. RCA [14] proposed by Gratz et al. is the first work utilizing global information to improve load balancing. However, this algorithm introduces redundant information that may degrade the congestion estimation. To overcome this problem, a technique proposed by Ramanujam et al. uses a dedicated network to sequentially transmit delay information for each network node [29] . However, this technique may be not efficient due to the high delay, for each router, of calculating the estimate for all other nodes in the network.
Conclusion
Network endpoint congestion is difficult to address as tree saturation and HoL blocking it creates degrade the whole network performance further. In this study we introduced HARE, a history-aware adaptive routing algorithm, to resolve endpoint congestion. HARE utilizes the past route information of packets to count the depth of the footprint VC. Specifically, HARE favors the deepest footprint VC when congestion occurs. In contrast, Footprint only uses current path info to mark the footprint VCs and select these VCs with equal probability. By prioritizing the deepest footprint VC instead of all footprint VCs, HARE is effective in resolving endpoint congestion. Experiments show that HARE achieves latency reduction and throughput improvement for synthetic and trace-driven workloads. This demonstrates that HARE is able to excel at isolating endpoint congestion and outperform exiting adaptive routing algorithm.
